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Authoring Notes

Now you have to get an ereader without light
not linked to a website.
These book's articles are under free license
CREATIVE COMMON by SA. You can redistribute
the book according to the license quoting the
author and his archive.org account named
matthius, praying the book too.
I argue that we quote two sources making one
work. This is to define the dialogue or dialogues
with people whom created a book. It is a passion
about listening to Christian radios that drives me
to define God, after my reappropriation of the
Christian religion. The Christianity of Charles
urged me to become a Christian again, to
improve myself. Then Grace's conversion allowed
me to continue the book. I try in this book to
create a path to answer questions about religion.
Good reading...
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I Did Not Believe in God.

The best way to explain the spiritual
transformation is to explain a reconversion
course. At first, I did not believe in God. But I
was just wondering if it existed without finding
answers. The beginning of my journey seeking
God begins with scientific brainstorimg. Indeed,
it is explained to me that to think scientifically is
to emit hypotheses, to test them, including with
the others, then we emits a higher hypothesis,
which includes the other hypotheses. It has been
explained to me that Plato has defined this
scientific thinking.
With this truth's research, I use Plato to
establish my truth's path. I then explain the
experience of the balls' chaos that move in every
directions. I am told that it is impossible for
them to organize themselves. I find this valuable
and therefore agrees that someone is trying to
organize molecules that move in every
directions. It's about souls.
Then I read Leibniz' monadology. It explains
that there is a infinity's notion in life, because it
is impossible for two living beings to exactly
equal each other, even the twins. Indeed, there
5

are heat differences between twins. The monads
explain both the nerves and the soul, which gives
something magical to leibnizian science.
Then, I believe that hell does not exist, so that
paradise does not exist. But I can not find any
answer about the life's meaning. If someone
created us, it's good for us to go somewhere. I
believe in heaven. I only wonder if souls can be
recycled, as I thought before. I thought it less
and less. Now, I tell myself that some souls will
be restored to another universe.
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Being Hacked is Granting Me
I created coaching with a book pedagogy from
2006, also called Scientific Coaching by
Solutions, when i wrote How to write stories in
french. On 2012, it has reviewed quickly an
international newspaper pedagogy, after helping
myself them after.
While writing about Henry Charles Carey
books, on 2014, a just written analysis about
oportunity to create local banks in France, used
by Alexandre Jardin next month to create banks.
I was also creating a book to become creative.
So all of these news interested Mathieu Sommet.
So 40 000 youngs followed my articles this year
begining, and 20 000 youngs followed Espace des
Sciences, where i was viewed. That's the archived
followers' beginning.
My pedagogy to learn clarinet from flute is
used by a newspaper, also read regularly next.
I also reviewed Henry Charles Carey on
wikipedia. After that, Quebec followed by USA
diffused old thesis about this famous and hidden
economics' scientist.
On 2017, after understanding kids while
pholophizing with a few, i have written Economy
for Kids and for Infants in french.
On 2018, an article to create a right to genius
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law, has created a truth research for kids. So,
Fidelity to Mayenne Radio has explained that on
2019 or before.
On 2018 too, an article about some souls for
universe, from Kepler, made me write about a
time linked to soul theory, which explains
beginning of life. So Aurélien Barrau spoken
about that after, on 2018 and 2019.
When i wrote about radioactivity or waves
creating material, a news that was erased from
privatised NASA website, David Elbaz reacted to
that after on 2019, explaining that material was
created.
You can find my free ebooks and last proofs on
archive.org, linking to web.archive.org. I am also
happy to discover near me friendly and creative
politics
with
kids
like
Geneviève
on
mediaparks.fr, some that thanks me like Nathalie
Appéré and economics' kids in my city.
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From Same Writer

Economy for Kids
Economy for Infants
Economics' Jobs Ethics
Become a Genius
How to Write Stories
Why Is There a God ?
Explaining Christ
On economychild.com,
economyinfant.com, ethicsjob.com,
riseagenius.com, howwrite.net,
whyisagod.com, bechrist.org.
Visible at archive.org and livrels.org.
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Authors' Biography

Matthiew GIROUX knows that intelligence and
happiness are found while seeking for truth. This
truth's research makes it possible to find a child's
joy, a joy that becomes the our happiness' flame,
to create every day. Our mind can only grow if it
has found answers to its questions.
Thus, after writing poems to understand his
emotions, news to narrate with poetry, it was a
book on writing that engaged him to train
others, for his greatest happiness. A second
coaching book on creativity was born.
This book, Christian, is made for healthy
people or people wanting to become one. There
is in this book a desire to flourish and to
transmit. It can also please those whom want to
grow, later or now. It helps to explain life.
Computer scientist and public writer, but also
economist of the real economy, you have or will
have new dense and meaningful works, so that
you too become ingenious and philosophical.
This is a few simple but useful daily steps of
reading and writing.
The book is on www.archive.org with the
account matthius. The sources used are Radio
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Fidélité Mayenne, French Christian Radio and
Solidarity and Progress.
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Preface
The goal of this preface is to summarize the
book, so that the different scientific questions
are posted from the beginning. This allows you
to seek the truth, reading the book, for your
greatest happiness.
First of all, it is impossible to organize balls
that go in every directions. Yet that's life does.
The universe can create life, unless it is a God. In
the same way, individuals are the cells of the
body society, just as societies are tissues, or jobs
are specialized cells.
Thus the universe is organized. Enstein said
that it is impossible to organize an explosion,
which the universe did. The universe should have
a soul. The lesser action's work of light would
confirm this soul. So gravity works in a vacuum.
It also confirms a soul that would be gravity, in
another universe, to also direct the light.
So we can think that God would be a soul,
which would create other souls, including ours
and those of the universe, larger. Indeed, Luc
Montagnier, the discoverer of AIDS, was able to
recreate DNA from microwaves of our body.
Where would these microwaves come from? Of
the soul, no doubt, of another world surely.
Our mind was designed to seek the truth.
When we are in joy, it is because we have
12

discovered a truth. If we give ourselves pleasure,
in the short term often, it is not as happy as a
joy, because the joy will return in us, different,
while the pleasure will be forgotten, similar. This
explains that our mind is not born with chance.
We are created to seek the truth.
A body that has cancer, certainly due to the
environment, requires external intervention to
be cured. In the same way, society should also
require external intervention, when human
society is disorganized. It is the role of the Holy
Spirit whom speaks to us, as with the Secrets of
Fatima, as with Jesus Christ.
The gospels, certainly reworked, went against
every established current laws. These gospels, if
we respect them, should make us a saint. Jesus
Christ came to Earth to make us Saints, because
he even said that we should join him, if we were
seeking the truth, if we believed in God, if we
were charitable, which is according to him the
most difficult to achieve. For simplicity, we will
join God if we are righteous.
Lourdes shows that there remains on Earth a
Holy Spirit. Indeed, doctors can not explain the
miracles of Lourdes. On the other hand, the Holy
Spirit acts only in one place, as Jesus has shown,
having also lived into the center of three
13

continents, because it seems that every soul can
act only towards a single objective, including
God.

Here are
children
of
Fatima.
The
chaos
goals,
with Karl
Marx
and the
liberal
order,
were
revealed
in
Fatima.
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Seeking the Truth

15

Why to Seek the Truth?

We do not know why there is life. If life is a
material's organization, we do not know why
society is organized. The why is therefore a
question that directs our will to live.
Seeking the truth helps to find happiness. Our
mind is satisfied with the truth. That's how we
were all designed. Those who repress the truth
are unhappy. To seek the truth is to understand
how the world works.
At the beginning we look for different truths.
We are dissatisfied to switch from one to the
other. Then we are interested in a truth that
clashes our life because it challenges us. So we
rise hypotheses while seeking our truth. We seek
our truth with our friends to find our happiness.
Then, one day, our soul stands out. Also, Then,
one day, our soul answers us. So, we ask to find
the truth to catch mankind's happiness. We are
looking for the truth through meditation and
dialogue.
We are made to solve problems. To be afraid of
problems is not to be prepared to find the
solution. It's normal to be afraid of problems. But
seeking the truth makes it possible to quickly
find the solutions, to no longer be afraid of
16

others, by dialogue, meditating.
Intuition gives us knowledge. Sometimes it
surprises us, if we listen. Intuition helps us to
solve our truth's research. It's about using
intuition to transform more easily. Answering his
intuition can be fulfilled for his happiness and
that of others.
So, sometimes, we wonder how we could, so
easily, find a solution to such complex problems.
God may have helped us.
So, we can reach the truth a while. We will
have awakened our senses. It's not God's truth,
which only God knows about. It can be a human

Look and dialogue
around when you walk,
to guess truths ...
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truth that we can define, being so Humans' truth
of our country or of the world, at that moment or
afterwards. This truth designs human and God
can intervene for it.
It's about being one body to look for truth. We
can call it baptism. Seeking the truth makes it
possible to build the society's body, local at first,
then national. So we understand the truths of
other countries, like childhood, while defining
human and gospel. So, thanks to human
economy, that is to say understanding
movements or links of human society, we
understand mankind past truth, even that of an
instant, even that which lasts.
It can be a new cause for scientists to improve
science's axioms. It can be for a musician to find
his music's meaning. It can be for the manual
craft to use its hands creating something new
and economical, so useful. It could be helping
someone to rise his mind. It can be a truth that
speaks to us and our work. Then we forget about
the ego, knowing himself, seeing that's behind
us.
We've awaken our senses. Intuition through
dialogue or writing has shown us our way.
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Dialogue with others will have changed us,
because our mind will change our soul to
transform our mind. Then we're the Christ. So
the Holy Spirit can help us, for our cause, which
is human's truth. God does not touch soul at
these times. When the Holy Spirit leaves us, it is
inside us, for our soul. Inside us, negative
becomes positive, just thinking. We endure
attacks. Spirit is here to help us. So we seek
truth's joy to guide us. More we show the truth,
more we save. It is therefore possible that God
restores our soul's pulpit to know us as when he
saw us reaching him.
My Notes
Write the questions you have asked yourself or
you 're asking yourself ?
Readings
Read and Write about Master Eckhart, one of
that has risen Nicolas De Cuse.
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Finding Happiness
To find happiness, you have to understand
that your life serves to something. Indeed, life
can not be risky. It is everywhere. There is no
chaos on Earth. So that means that the Universe
is ordering. In this regard, you can read the Jean
Jaurès' thesis, The Reality of the Sensitive World.
From the moment we say that our life serves
to something, we are likely to find happiness. So
it's about strengthening that will understanding
the world. It will be about of meditation, to link,
so that our reason and our faith are connected.
They speak to us.
So it will be about finding a superior belief,
because everyone believes, that it is to the chaos,
to the money, to the material, to his wife or his
man, to God. The more we find a belief above
others, the more it will bring our happiness,
because if something is organized, there is a
reason.
His belief will be, at first, hypotheses, to be
confirmed. Then our soul will give us, then, a
higher hypothesis, then other higher hypotheses,
according to the unexplained links. So this will
bring each time our happiness, joy or
questioning around us. Then many do not
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believe that their life is useful, in crisis' times. We
will give them our happiness, what we
understand. If we are not understood, it is about
defining.
Doubt is allowed, but it must strengthen our
faith. Indeed, if we no longer believe, then we no
longer exist. That should mean that we do not
think anything.

My Notes
Write on what I believe and do not believe.
Review these notes later.

Writing and dialogue
make it possible to find
happiness.
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Meditate

An idea borns from our unconscious. Our
unconscious speaks to us and emits ideas. Our
unconscious is the part of our mind that thinks
without telling us, alone. So when our mind
stands, the unconscious thinks. He influences us,
according to and for our truth's research.
First of all, the mind must be rested to be able
to use its unconscious. Indeed, the world of the
early
twentyfirst
century
is
full
of
transgressions, leading to desire to the short
view. This short view's desire turns our minds
around like in a circle, instead of being
transforming, according to the truth's research. It
has been scientifically ascertained that the mind's
troubles are due to the mind's blockage, blocked
to make the same way, at a certain place. An
unconscious that can not think for ourselves
prevents us from binding. So unthinkable
information ends up being accepted, because it
is repeated and because we do not think about
it. There is a correlation between psychic
disorders and the media's goal in 2015.
Knowing that it is not about going around in
the same way, it is about creating objectives to
grow towards the long way, in order to link
22

again in our mind. It is then about going against
that our unconscious says to us as explicit and
false, that is to say understandable easily but
false, to replace it by what is implicit in our
unconscious and true, that is, to say little
understandable by others but true. Religions
speak about the evil spirit that says lies to us. It
was the unconscious that accepted things that it
knew were false, because they were repeated or
aggressive.
A mind, stuck around the same ideas, should
prevent sleeping. Physical activity helps you
sleeping better. Meditating, after playing music,
will allow you to play in your mind, without
music, or rather with the music of your mind.
This will solve a lot of psychic problems. Also it
will clear the "making with same way" of
television. Our unconscious will be better
activated thanks to the rest. We will be sociable
and we will want to adapt to others.
Meditation is not just about finding an idea, to
be satisfied with that. Some scientists or
religious say, "An idea is elementary! ". Indeed,
meditation has different objectives. Meditation
and dialogue bind faith and reason. Faith is the
fact to trust someone morally. The reason is to
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clearly anticipate a reality. As soon as we think
that we will lose faith, it is possible that our
reason is lost. Just like the one whom has lost his
reason ends up losing faith. Doubt fills us then
and asks to make choices. We will be able to
choose wrongly and reconsider our decision. In
this case it is not necessary to choose the easier,
but to seek truth. It is essential that faith and
reason to be united, through dialogue, scientific
questioning and meditation.
The first meditation's goal is to adapt our mind
to our environment. This is the short view vision
while meditating. While preparing our mind
through the link, we can assign one or more
scientific and human solutions to any problem.
Thus, we are increasingly seeking to solve
problems for which we are made. It can lead us
to new passions and new talents.
The second objective is not to prepare to find
an idea, that is to say scientifically to use a
neuron. It is about linking a set of neurons, to be
able to propose several choices or solutions to
the one that could not accept an unique solution.
It will also be about finding a way to convince
through dialogue and scientific philosophy. We
will also deal with emotions with poetry and
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writing. We will have a physical or musical
activity, so that the neurons are well irrigated
and united by the blood flows. Many have the
need to let off steam, so that their spirit is at best
and complete.
The third objective is, after the first two, to
listen to the one whom organizes the universe,
with life and our spirit. To understand God, it is
about taking risks for the human and for the
nature. With meditation, it is therefore to take
calculated risks, to acquire lasting rights, for
himself too. Those who ask a lot get what they
need.
When our mind is sufficiently adapted to the
human environment, it can anticipate that will
happen. Meditation can also encompass human
society. Thus, to anticipate communism and
liberalism, Lucie showed the Secrets of Fatima.
These secrets anticipate so much on the human
that they indicated choices to be made,
compared to the anticipated falls of communism
and liberalism. Others will tell you about the
card player, who wins without cheating, although
all believe the opposite.
The fourth objective, according to religion,
after this necessity for me to create links in the
25

mind, is above all to find links between spirit and
material. Our quest for truth will indeed enable
us to create our talent, or to perfect it. But we
are very dependent of our environment. Our
relational spirit needs objects to understand each
other. We are creative by our reason too. We have
to help this reason with certain objects.
A passionate spirit can be built to anticipate or
circumvent more or less long and regular events,
expected or feared. We grow then to adapt our
mind to anticipate the most feared events. If
these events are not resolved, then wanting, like
every child, the power, so the power to solve the
crucial problems for us, we create us ersatz
power. These events will be solved with scientific
meditation and dialogue, primarily by the
human. We can only meditate on these events
with forgiveness and calmness. If these events
are solved, our unconscious will encourage us to
anticipate other events. Our mind will grow
quickly.
Sources
Meditation and dialogue
Mayenne's Radio Fidelity
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Larouche Pac
My Notes
When your mind is calm, after a physical
exercise, or after talking, before sleeping,
meditate while resting. Links or ideas come ...

Before sleeping,
we can meditate ...
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Giving Happiness
Many are pessimistic because they see
pessimism from others. So they give pessimism
to others. It is about getting rid of this gloom to
smile, when we do not know what else to do. It is
about giving optimism and joy to others.
We are happy when we find the truth. Thus,
those who seek the truth can bring happiness to
others. With a dialogue we demand indirectly
what he wants, rather what his mind wants.
Indeed, corruption prevents many people from
telling the truth. So those who seek the truth
learn to get the people's message while giving
happiness.
Charity is when you can give your person to
others. We often talk about money. But if we
think that the other is sincere, it is to ask him
what he can not get. So whoever gives is happy
to know the benefits of happiness. A dialogue
and his soul wants us the best.
It's about loving instead of moping. It's about
acting instead of doing nothing. It is about
supporting instead of repressing, about being for
instead of being against. It's about thinking,
instead of going awkwardly. Life is a war against
the material's imperfection. It's about coaching
himself instead of letting go.
28

My Notes
Take daily resolutions to get out of this
material's imperfection.

Helping gives happiness.
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Going on a Mission
Going on a mission is to discover truths, to be
satisfied while giving happiness to others, to
marvel with the smile of a human work, also to
learn loving society and others.We become a
society's economist then. Going to his mission is
something that makes us walking on a path to
the unknown, driven by his truth's research. It's
about knowing why we are on Earth. Are we on
Earth to accumulate goods? Or are we on Earth
for others to enrich ourselves?
It is about acting according to its origins and
its name, to grow discovering his family and a
destiny. We do that when we are not hijacked by
employment, which should to be a work really
serving others. If our work serves others, then
our truth's research goes. Our happiness comes.
The mission makes it possible to know the
society, to participate into it, in order to grow
our usefulness. So, the others see us into our best
way. So the advice given is for life. Some
missions, those we want to achieve, have more
merit because we use our passion to transform
ourselves.
My Notes
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Write about your origins and your future.

Going on a mission can mean walking.
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Our Society Grows

The human society story is explained with
various factors. First of all Homo sapiens, since
birth, has been a social individual more and
more creative and sensitive. The human's
creativity has been revealed while mastering
nature revealing its powers. Understanding
nature has allowed homo sapiens's birth. When
Africa was a great desert, the first 1000 homos
sapiens controlled the tides, in the African
beaches, to then repopulate Namibia, then, as
and when, populate the planet, mastering fire.
When homo sapiens faces to seemingly
insurmountable difficulty, Homo sapiens has this
ability to gain an immense sensibility, either to
cause him troubles, or to awaken in him a
practical and cognitive creativity, allowing him to
anticipate others and its environment.
Tidal control has created the human species.
The prophets, known by the human race, have
surely existed in a certain way. The writings also
prophesied these humans. Indeed, this sensitive
creativity awakens into some people the ability
to think with others through dialogue. This
dialogue, driven while a big problem is solved,
which could have annihilated other homos
32

sapiens less prepared, reveals each day a truth
with the others. So these humans talk about faith
in each other, because the dialogue with the
people and the worst examples reinforce their
ego, their creativity, and therefore their faith. We
could also find the same dynamics among the
great discoverers and scientists of humanity. For
them, glory will not really be remembered, but
we remember their words or writings, so that
society grows, to do as well as the life's creator.
There is also in the human that desire to go to
the unknown, to discover it. The Asian is not
afraid of differences. He married other human
species more easily. Chinese calligraphy began
our philosophical journey, especially with
Confucius. The Native American has succeeded in
diversifying human genes, discovering the most
remote lands of Africa. Also the African has kept
the largest genetic inheritance of humanity. He
has this unbelievable faith in life, in society, in
nature, in science, therefore, despite the
hardships he has lived.
The white skin comes from the lack of sun. It
can be said that today's Africans like hot weather.
The European and the Asian have created an
advanced society, by the control of a difficult
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climate and a rich nature, difficult to control. The
Greeks continued the human philosophical path
of the Asians.
While transforming swamps into fields, Plato's
scientific reflection makes it possible, with
Africans, to create a new paradigm, a human's
growth through a better life's quality.
All animals are afraid of fire except the human.
Here is creating human economy. Fire control has
kept food longer. This gave more time to think.
This made you want to always master nature.
The ax allowed sedentariness and the first
houses. Still, our ancestors spent a lot of time

Tautavel man's Reconstitution. He is
cutting tools. Room devoted to the first
inhabitants of Roussillon in the prehistoric
Tautavel's museum.
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surviving, working a lot to get little.
Breeding and cultivation made it possible to
create the first villages, with organized and
specialized societies. After the biomass' energy,
the human then monopolizes the energy and the
benefit of the breeding, to increase people, while
providing less effort. It's up to a society that
respects its citizens to respect animals. Human
society can only exist by the others' advantage.
Then, the trade created writing, used at the
beginning by the nobility to count. The
association between individuals and societies has
increased. These different technological stories
can be summarized thus: The work's economy
through energy, linking elements, then humans,
societies, nations.
The companies that best control the labor
economy are also the most cultured, the richest.
But educated leaders are often not as sensitive as
their parents, having not had to solve big
problems. This human society's flaw then reveals
our animal character. This flaw is solved with
creative people, which is often small, because
being creative demands to confront to the truth
of others. If this population is harmed, a society
or civilization is destroyed. If the creative
35

population is increased or favored, great
industrial and scientific leaps take place, whose
the cause is due to the creative sensitivity's
growth, defying jealous lobbies or powers. This is
how human society has always grown, writings
keeping the gains.
The more the complementary people or the
families will be close, the more the dialogue and
the linking will be favored, the more there will be
intelligible and material wealth, the more this
dialogue and these linkings will allow realizing
tools, or elaborating quality products. A society
that understands this issue will grow very
quickly. Big names will be created in the
sensitive, creative and rebellious population.
Thus a society, called empire, which will
individualize, will be lost, because the human
understands itself only through the bond and the
dialogue. The links between ideas allow to link
elements.
On 2016, there are still elements asking to
reveal their powers. There are still subjects to
create, more than we imagine. The human has
this creativity that will allow his society to equal
God, discovering the universe organizing.
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My Notes
Read the books of Henry Charles Carey. Write
to become an economist.

Henry Charles Carey
(XIXth century)
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Church is the Human's Image
The Catholic religion has been on
standstill, for various scientific reasons,
historical, structural, by its lack of
philosophers listened to. But it can
currently make people thinking, because
it has a revenge to take against
liberalism. Indeed, the church is aware of
the intellectual poverty and the
individualism of the people.
There was a time when we had to be religious
to get access to scientific knowledge. But, despite
this fact, the religious, whose rised science, were
against religious individualisms. The one who
rises science must contradict those whom are
less responsible than themselves, who are
responsible to judge him. In other words, when
we could not convince his superior, mediocre, we
could be eliminated. The religious were killing
against one of the ten commandments, saying
that jealousy is to be avoided.
This operation still exists in companies. The
directors have, for many, no scientific thought,
just knowledge. The opponents of Galileo
referred to Aristotle without referring to Plato,
whom described the scientific reflection that
Socrates used. Nowadays we see the same
functioning, between the researchers and the
38

directors. The director had his place, because he
knew the knowledge of the past, without
philosophizing as Socrates would have done. He
refers to Socrates without being like Socrates.
The seeker is like Socrates, because he says to
himself that the disciple can go beyond the
master, and sees that Plato has described how to
think scientifically.
The scientist refers to Plato because he knows
that he can do as Plato does, and improves that
his fathers did. His passion is led being Socrates
as Plato writes. But the one who leads can
philosophize only privately, because he has to
communicate that he has been taught. Many will
not philosophize and deny Socrates, because
Socrates wants above all to convince him to do
the same as himself. They will refer to Socrates
because the scientist does not seek power, but
the eternity of scientific recognition, which rarely
happens. Many theologians will quickly become
jealous of someone who goes beyond Socrates,
because there will be a balance of power, not a
philosophical and scientific debate. The reason
why Galileo was killed is that his judges are
executors, no noble rulers in the spirit. Religion
had animals at its head, because the logic of the
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country was, for a long time, to execute that
wanted the main beneficiaries of the system,
those who owned the currency.
What connects Aristotle and the scientist?
They have the same passion. They both seek to
improve humanity to be remembered, as was
Socrates. What connects the religious leader and
Socrates? The writings of Socrates. The head of
the church will therefore want writings, while the
scientist philosophize to improve his writings.
The church leader therefore has got an interest
to search for the writings' flaws, whereas he does
not know how to philosophize, just to find a
posthumous glory. Galileo, having not finished
philosophizing with his fellowmen, especially to
prevent numerous attacks, has been be punished
because there are not enough scientists like him,
really Socratic. On the other hand, he will have
won the eternity of civilization. He will live
through our civilization, which he wanted to
improve.
Moreover, a scientist must especially fight the
humanity's lack of his peers. He must have a
thorough thinking about that he sees. He can not
publish his scientific discovery too soon. If he
has no believer alive around him, they can not be
40

passionate about convincing. Life is the creativity
of the universe. Creativity is our humanity,
because it brings us closer to the universe's
knowledge. It makes the one who allows to
understand better the universe a God. This goes
against monotheistic religions, saying that God is
already there. All scientists who emit new
theories can quickly pass as sectarians, if
everyone believes that says a religious leader
himself sectarian, referring to imperfections
making him a human being. The more the
scientist is right, the more he will pretend to be a
God. If he ends up not being right about
everything, it becomes a sacrilege. He is not a
God and must be punished. Monotheistic
religions have a flaw because many believers do
not believe that we can match God, which is
possible through our creativity, more important
than being universe. Indeed it is more interesting
to be a spirit describing the universe than not
being creative enough, to grow and transform his
mind.
The monotheistic religions were trapped by
this fault in the nineteenth century, by the
leader's belief. Indeed, liberalism says that it is
the individual whom makes society. Monotheistic
41

monks may believe that the one whom is leader
is not God because of his imperfections, and
therefore the religious leader does not need to be
creative facing his imperfections, since, thus, he
is not a God. Liberalism will tell him that his
individuality is important, while it does not allow
us to understand each other. Indeed, we
understand above all our sociability, not our
creativity and our individuality. The religious
leader may therefore find attractions to some
liberal doctrines, since he is recognized as an
individual without being a God. On the other
hand, liberalism will constantly hide our
sociability and our creativity, especially with
individualism.
The liberal and the religious leader can then
agree that creativity is to be banned, because it
makes someone as a God, if they grow science.
Science will therefore also be outlawed for the
religious leader whom has fallen into the liberal
individualism's trap. Indeed, this science will be
able to dethrone it at any time, because the
leader will be imperfect. This is the challenge of
the nineteenth century. We will try to prevent
people from becoming Gods, that is to say,
scientific references for humanity, so that the
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wealthy believe in God with the power they have
had got on money. These leaders will themselves
be possessed by their scam. They can become
idiots. On the other hand, they will benefit from
the growth's glory demanded by the people,
gifted by the weapons. So when the money
economy is in place, we refer to these people
without talking about them. They have the glory
of having bowed to the people. On the other
hand, the owners will be worse than idiots,
people capable to make their fellow citizens
become idiots. Thus social liberalism will only be
the means to gain power by the opportune way,
while the social will be hidden from the people,
so that they do not understand each other. The
socialliberal leader will have learned in
economics schools that markets are magic, and
will not do anything revolutionary when he has
got power. He will do that he has learned from
the monetary economy, so to disengage the state,
then to destroy growth, therefore the republic,
but also the nationstate rised by Mazarin. The
nationstate is the necessary growth's condition
of a country. The people's coherence is necessary
to grow, therefore for the republic. Indeed, each
nationstate has a culture, so a different story.
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Moreover, liberalism will replace the people's
history by the owners' individuality.
On 2014, the religion's problem is mainly that
those whom are religious are not interested
enough about science, because the current
scientific doctrine prevents believing in life, by
censorship, although it is possible to believe in
life on every way. You will just have to say that
Leibnizian science, itself inspired by Chinese
science, allows those whom learn science to
believe in life. Then you explain to them that the
current school's scientists do not learn to think
scientifically, as Jules Ferry's path. Then you
explain that the physical economy makes
everyone agree, whether it is on the right and on
the left, the bipartisanship that citizens expect.
The physical economy's public productive credit,
referring to Roosevelt, Lincoln, Hamilton, links
both the growth communism and the state
capitalism of the then glorious 30. Indeed, the
public productive credit is public money created
according to the people's growth, which allows
the universe, this beauty of life.
Thus you explain that each time it was the
liberals who prevented the two models from
linking, because individualism and private
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money lead to war, because it is only a question
to command. You explain then that this was
when the money's protectionism and industries
existed that the world was growing without war.
You also explain that the BRICS use this model in
part. They use it partly because liberalism
promotes their individualist films so that the
wealthy transgress the Confucianism necessary
for the China's cohesion. You explain, however,
that the BRICS' physical economy, currently in
place, allows them to let the money's belief
establishing the growth's belief, therefore
Republic's belief. Nature allows it, because life
organizes atoms, so that growing minds are
born. You then tell them that the spirit and the
human's autonomy make it possible to improve
nature, so that more minds have their right to be
humans, that is to say the right to access to
creative reason, to believe in life or religion.
The liberalism's flaw is censorship, since its
culmination is the spirits' poverty. The
liberalism's rejection therefore requires creative
and philosophical minds, seeking to transcend
the human, not themselves. Liberalism will seek
censorship, to prevent there being enough
philosophical and creative minds interested
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about politics. Those who defend the physical
economy will have to access the creative reason
themselves. Those who dare to question
themselves may strengthen their ego, to
sublimate their sociability, and vice versa, daring
to discuss their limits, philosophizing.
Despite the happiness that will strengthen the
ego questioning, people will be very grateful,
because as jealous as in the nineteenth century.
Indeed, the oligarchy uses polls, then social
networks, to first make pessimistic or arrogant,
by a career at work. It will be enough for it, then,
to create artificial codes, thanks to the
individualist films and the rhythmic music
sensory and entertaining, then thanks to the way
of game's society, consuming instead of creating.
The more are convinced accessing to creative
reason is, the more it will make noncreative
people silly. So there will have got many idiots
but more and more people warned.
The liberals advocating entertainment will
begin to think about those who dare to
philosophize with them, to gain credibility, so
that these philosophers dare to write and
propose the physical economy to the leaders.
The fault of these philosophers will be their
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small number and their belief in the images of
individualist films, because the human did not
question himself, when his individuality is well.
There
will
also
be
their
social's
misunderstanding, to find benchmarks. It will be
especially their spirit's weakness, which is seen
in France by an arrogance facing adversity. This
arrogance will require rising. If there is no
philosopher in the team, this team will struggle
to dialogue with those whom must be convinced,
then bloom through music, chosen for
mechanical accessibility to a creative reason, by
its ability to make thinking. They may not even
detect certain qualities, not knowing them, but
especially not communicating enough. Thus they
will not know how to quickly increase their team.
Indeed, some will not be passionate, just
convinced, because few citizens dare to speak
against politicians trapping them with the law,
not knowing the Henry Charles Carey's physical
economy. Thus some may become frenzied
individualists, because they will not philosophize
on their limits, believing that they must hide
their limits. They will be the fault of this
organization's kind, because it is indeed a
psychological war, requiring to individualize the
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population, to make it pessimistic, censoring
social and creativity.
The finance will believe then that it is
necessary to install a dictatorship to kill people
too difficult to control. Rights will go away
because many of the workers will be pessimistic
followers, but also because the unemployed will
not dare to act politically, in order to find a
useful job, not a rising job.
Everything will be played out with the
networks convinced to grow and the right to
creative reason. The creative reason will go so far
as to be outlawed by leaders, whom can then
lead the right people into the wall. Only those
who think will see the trap where they are. Here
again Henry Charles Carey will lead, because the
physical economy's bases that he teaches us will
be transmitted to the others, so that they can
propose to the elected officials or to their
colleagues of the local banks, lending their
money morally, of public buildings' companies, to
prevent the rise of real estate prices, or any other
citizen creation favoring the real economy, that is
to say all that we did according to the National
Resistance's Council.
The
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outcome

will

be

the

speculation's

liquidation by the GlassSteagall Act, which
should also save the deposits. The mutuals and
cooperatives created will create a new deal, to
teach the liberals that life is, so the universe is.
The only alternative will be growth by the public
productive currency, because it will be a question
about rebuilding with scientific genius. Finance
will become more and more lonely because the
system will have favored only a few.
On 2014, it is for it to find more and more
illusions, to satisfy people, whom will be more
and more sensitive to the creative reason,
because homo sapiens awakens his sensitivity
when he has big problems to solve, being able to
solve them, and thus to solve others
mechanically, as long as he guesses and seeks
solutions.
My Notes
The one who is corrupted and who knows it is
worse than the one who is corrupted without
knowing it. Try to distinguish between the two
tendencies, through dialogue.
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The Soul
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How does a Higher Idea Born?
Finding an idea from two or three others
seems supernatural. Indeed, our mind abandons
the ideas causes of the higher idea. That is to say
that our mind thinks, does not find an answer
immediately, that our soul uses this, that it does
not answer us immediately, not to give us too
much power. Indeed, if our higher ideas were
born just after making the links, then we should
always be thinking, without ever being serene or
calm.
Our soul commands us, that is, it answers to
our wisdom. Weak minds understand the world
of God, because God was weak at first, as
everyone was. That's why we are weak, by the
physical that composes us. Our soul appeals to
the God's world, to satisfy our wisdom, our
patience. Our soul answers to our spirit, when it
sees that it is able to grow, by the higher
hypothesis, that our soul carries.
After meditating, have you ever seen your
mind going quickly after finding an idea? This is
a superior hypothesis. Your soul changes your
mind with the higher hypothesis. It will be about
meditating again, so that the mind gets used to
this idea.
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Thus, the pupil asks his teacher for a superior
hypothesis. But the pupil assimilates this
hypothesis only if it is passionate about the
ideas' links given to the teacher. Thus the pupil
will accept that the teacher says, within his
nature's limits.
But the soul sees further. She tells us that
when we asked ourselves all the necessary
questions. Indeed, how could it be otherwise?
Thus the student will not necessarily have all the
necessary questions in mind, so can not easily
ask other questions. He will get lost in his
master's shortcuts. That is why the teacher must
define, must know if the student has every
questions, not to make it uncertain, but to do it
one, so that his soul accepts the hypothesis
really.
So a master, through our soul, gives us answer
at the right time. So there is a world of perfect
knowledge, a world that can answer to our
questions. This world explains the multiverse
theory. But in this world, there is little chance,
since this world answers our questions. Thus,
there are few worlds more imperfect than ours,
apart from the material that composes them,
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since there is a perfect world that answers to us.
Thus test worlds exist, that is to say worlds
where God has not dared to give answer to
spirits, because too powerful, because too
animal, seeing them too little grown. God should
have known every life's stages.
These other worlds seem numerous. So it
seems that God can access it as easily as in ours,
which seems to show that God does not know
space, space that creates time with us, space
seeming null in the God's world, time seeming
present in the world. God's world, since God is
also growing with the human.
God created the human to come with him, as
Jesus said. That's why God answers to our
questions. He does not answer to our questions
so that we are powerful, since we are not
original, but so that we are as weak as a soul lost
in the universe, power's capable through linking,
not with strength.
God has not been able to live materially, which
is our strength, but also our weakness. God,
however, wants the eternity of someone who has
been material, which he did not know. But this
requires weakness, to be equal to God. The link
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exists in God, therefore. It is even perfect, this
link, because it gives us answer.
My Notes
Try to find the missing links in your mind,
questioning your soul.

Should not we be questioning to be able to
answer to the students?
School of Professor Jacobs, nineteenth
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What Is a Soul ?
How can we live? What drives us? How can I
exist relating to another?
All these questions help defining soul. The soul
is that animates a body, which makes it alive,
which makes it one. Indeed, life can not exist
without something that animates material. The
soul is that makes us grow.
The soul is the fact that everyone exists in the
universe, or another universe, in relation to
others. The soul makes it possible to prove that
the universe exists. It makes us living, that our
mind thinks we exist. Every soul makes a living
being.
It is thought that the soul makes our body
living. In fact, Luc Montagnier, the discoverer of
the AIDS virus, says that the coherent water of
every living body is animated with microphones
and nanowaves. Thus, Luc Montagnier was able
to recreate genetic material from a simple MP3
player, obviously using cell's elements. He
recreated the waves that our soul produces.
That is certain is that the soul orders. It is
possible that it creates time. The soul is touching
God. That is, it gives us ideas about our
questions and our links. The soul organizes
plants and living things. Animals and humans
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have a sensitive soul, capable of consciousness.
Humans have a soul capable to create something
new, so it is noetic. The creative reason is the
human.
The universe needed souls to prove that it
existed. God has a soul that is in his universe.
Indeed Lourdes' miracles or those of some recent
prophets are unbelievable, for the doctors whom
knew them. Jesus explained that fair souls will

Egyptians believed in the journey after death.
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join God, or his paradise, where there is no
notion of time gap. The human soul is called to
be the equal of God, after judgment. The animal
soul is abandoned as was the human soul on
prehistory.
According to the multiverse theory, another
universe should act on ours with souls, with
gravity too. The soul is a creation of the universe.
That is driving us comes from another universe.
My Notes
Understanding the soul is a truth's research.
Nobody thinks that one soul can replace another.
Try to imagine that should happen if that were
the case. Write on the soul then.
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Life Is Movement

Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadski
(1934) impacted quantum
physics.

Life is movement. Movement is energy. Life is
constantly growing. It is not fixed nor
conservative. Life creates movement. According
to Vernadsky, the more vital activity there is, the
more life there is. Thus, our body grows
constantly. It regenerates itself. It changes itself
perpetually, changing raw materials constantly.
So, we can say that we have perhaps material
that was in Jesus. Indeed, that we eat renews our
body.
There is energy in every atom. To create
movement we need the material's energy. There
is also our soul's waves, according to Luc
Montagnier. Maybe our soul is composed of
energy. In any case, the more CO2 there is, the
more plants there are. The more oxygen there is,
the more living lives there are.
So nature uses what is on the atoms, whereas
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the human has found the energy inside the
atoms. Nature is very economical. We can not
match it while using the sun. The yield is of the
order of 99%.
My Notes
Read the beginning of "The Biosphere" by
Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadsy, or one of his books
about life. Write at the same time about the life's
movement.
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There Is Life in Atoms

An atom

Media tells us that life is a coincidence. This
sentence is both false and true. The scientist, on
2014, actually believes that the universe is born
of nothingness. But our universe, whose is
otherwise going to another universe, can not be
organized by chance. From Bible, this other
universe should recreate a new universe, more
just. The human has not yet created new lives
from scratch. We are only transforming that we
have defined scientifically. Different scientists
have never determined that balls moving
disordered can be organized, indicating that life
could be born by chance, not even proving chaos'
theory about universe. Indeed, any random
organization contradicts the chaos theory of the
universe. Life contradicts chaos, the culmination
of the liberal traffic. Any scientist who
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contradicts the material's ability to organize
must also prove that he lives by chance in the
universe where he is.
There is something superior that organizes us.
Indeed, the masculine and the feminine are
separated, while they act for each other. How
these twice very distinct entities could have been
created at the same time, while there is a notion
of infinity in each life.
Repeating this sentence: "Life is a coincidence"
is therefore wrong in time's terms used. We can
say "Life was a chance". But our universe can not
determine the random existing of life. This
means that our universe is likely to be a divine
creation, not necessarily another universe. We
can therefore ask the Liberals to go to another
world, to prove that life should be a coincidence
now.
It is possible that, later, it is said that the
universe was the cradle of humanity. We can not
even assess this hypothesis for the moment. It
does not even mean that life should be a
coincidence, actually. On the other hand it is
possible that a God be in each atom, in order to
organize the material. Instead of a God there
should have an infinity, going to the uniqueness
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of life, then of the spirit.
We regularly repeat "Life is a coincidence", on
television, to bring us simply to the traffic chaos.
So we see on television the violence, then the
suspicion about everythink that is organized
against finance. All that will be organized against
it will be individualized, contradicted by the
logical deduction of Aristotle. Aristotle wasn't
really a scientist.
You have to know that there is pressure on the
pregnant woman, either to kill the child or to
keep it. So, there is no progress with abortion.
Plato says that those whom use truth's
research demanded by their minds end up
finding freedom, which breaks understanding's
chains. You often see in the movies, the
scientists, having found, taking offense at an
understanding's inaccuracy. These scientists use
their truth's research, so the dialogue, with the
unconscious, emerges hypotheses, which must
then be proved, with an experiment, responding
to the axioms of science.
Plato himself says that truth's research leads
the human. The logical deduction of Aristotle
doesn't permit to find. We can cite the experience
of Aristotle, who "proved" that the Earth did not
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move, without knowing the dimensions of the
Earth, or linking the Sun to the Earth. The logical
deduction, however, is that teachers tells to
children understanding, while children used
Plato's scientific thinking to learn to walk and
talk. Children have indeed used all their mind on
the word to understand it, seeking a truth's path,
many experiences, a dialogue that must be as
regular as possible, because only our sociability
can make us understand ourself. The child will
have learned to talk and walk while having fun,
without straining.
Vernadski thinks, according to Leibniz, that
the one who will make the link between material
and life will make a major fundamental
discovery, leading to understand life, not to
withdraw from it.
My Notes
How can life be organized?
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Links between Soul and Body
The world is organizing so the universe is
organized. Whoever organizes our world uses
the universe's capacity that has made it possible
to create the creator, in the immensity of the
universe, of the universes. Thus the soul will be
created by life, that is, the material's
organization.
But we say that the soul is related to the mind
and the body. The soul answers our questions, if
we are likely to accept them. Thus it seems
impossible to create life, other than capturing a
soul, a soul that we know, but which is not in our
universe.
The soul acts with the minimum of energy. Luc
Montagnier explains that microwaves come from
the water to organize DNA. If we reproduce these
microwaves with a suitable MP3 player, then
DNA is recreated from the necessary chemical
elements. Thus the little energy used consciously
changes a being to make it grow, so to modify
the world around him. Thus is born the mind,
able to make decisions, to go even to be the
God's equal, when the human is in the truth,
without necessarily that God had to act.
The soul is that makes the body grow, while
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adapting it to the material world. It seems that
the Holy Spirit can help to grow souls, by the
body too, so it sublimates a soul helping it. So it
is possible that the world has grown through the
Holy Spirit.
My Notes
Wondering how the soul can organize life.

Le lien avec l'âme permet de créer la cellule.
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Why a Mass ?
A mass is used for a religious community to
meet the faithful. It is not a matter of praying,
that is thinking about others or about God.
Above all, it is about organizing religious life, in
order to convince others that there is a future
after death, that life serves God. It is therefore
about finding optimism to love others, to give
them this utopia, whose is that we believe, to
solve problems as soon as they arrive. It is about
forgetting material, to think about the minds of
others, a spirit that is the culmination of life. It's
about planning events, finding out whom can
help us loving others.
We use our mind to see a smile and meet other
faithful, to organize the joy to be in society.
Above all, it is about traveling, along with others,
to the truth's way, which leads us to understand
God, or to that which gives faith. It is not about
filling his lacks to satisfy himself alone, but to
strengthen himself to understand others. It is
therefore important to be happy, finding how to
accomplish a mission, for himself and others.
My Notes
Write on your action at meetings ?
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Meditate in a
Church

68

Why to Pray?

To pray is to
think about
others.

To pray is to think about others, to get them
well. Thus, praying allows us to become attached
to others through the mind, in order to broaden
our relationship with others. Indeed, our
individuality is reinforced with others. Maybe
you're praying already, without knowing it. The
point is to understand that the more you pray to
others, the more you grow your spirit towards
others.
We think about his family or his friends. We try
to feel them us to put ourselves to their place, to
better answer to their requests, to solve their
problems as soon as they arise.
Some people think that praying is useless, that
it is only a question of acting. Only we know how
others react. So others know how we react. So
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praying allows us to get used to the difference of
another soul, to better answer to him, in order to
be satisfied and to satisfy him, so that each one
will win, because that is possible.
To go further, as the human becomes stronger
in society, praying allows to create a more
fulfilling and to open individuality. Thus, the one
who prays strengthens himself, with a better
listening. Finally, meditation can touch the souls
around us, to improve them.
My Notes
Pray while writing to your family or your
friends.
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What Is the Apocalypse?
The apocalypse is the end of a world to create
a new world. A society is very difficult to
organize because everyone wants to get
something for himself. So those who do not
advocate for their happiness, those who think
that it is only about living, as life was an
obligation, instead of being a chance, follow a
decadence, proposed by those whom want to
obtain society for themselves. Thus every society
breaks because of the lack of life in society, the
lack of understanding the meaning of mission,
because of the sadness of that is proposed.
Instead, it is a question for everyone to
become utopian. It is those whom seek to change
society, according to utopia, whom create the
new world, whether perfect or not, whether it is
perfect or not. Each time, utopia will be too
demanded for those whom direct it. It is up to
everyone to discover the utopia of others, to
transform his own, so that the new world brings
happiness.
Those who campaign are happy because they
think they bring happiness to society. This gives
them an utility, so a meaning to their life. It also
gives them tips that no one thought they should
have. They know there is another world to build
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because of the inequities they find.
To make politics is to feel useful for one's
artistic projects, contradicted by the scientific
philosophy of others. Then the activist also
becomes a philosopher and scientist, to better
improve society. Debating with others allows his
projects to succeed.
According to science and apocalypse from
Saint John, we are moving towards a universe
that will merge with ours. According to Saint
John, the new universe created will create a new
science, to create an ideal world or universe. It is
therefore about transforming ourselves through
truth's research, through our education, for and
by our surroundings, through our profession,
through our leisure, by God later or with our
mission.

It is difficult to build a society.
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My Notes
Seek to militate, for the happiness of others
and his.
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God is a Great Soul
It seems that soul can only go to one goal at
once. Indeed, God helped Jesus in the Middle
East, so that the good news could be spread
throughout the world easily. So God needs us to
help him, to advise him, to act on our world.
Thus, every educated soul has a gift in it,
provided that the parents have got a story.
There is a Holy Spirit, guided by God, who acts
on our world. Indeed, if we do not know why life
is organized, we do not know why our society is
also organized. There the Holy Spirit acts, in one
place at a time.
God is a powerful soul, who creates souls with
a body, a body he did not know, as Jesus said.
This is obvious. Indeed, the world we know
cannot be born by chance. The organization is no
accident, as Einstein said. To believe that
universe creates life by chance is, as Einstein
said, to believe that one can organize an
explosion.
My Notes
Reading the Gospels in search of the truth.
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Does Universe Has Got a Soul ?
On 2016, many think that the Universe is
going towards a loss of energy. But NASA has
explored the opposite. Not only are there more
and more big stars, but there are also more and
more little stars, a lot more.
The universe is organized as a body. The stars
and their planets are the cells. Galaxies are the
tissues. The universe is a finite body, created
more and more by our bodies and chemical
elements. The Universe is organized like a plant.
This explains the lesser action's work that the
light makes.
Our cells send information to other cells. The
stars send light to the planets. The nerves send
information to the head slower than stars. The
emptiness of the universe, which owns material

Tout ceci
n'estil
pas
aussi
beau
qu'un
corps ?
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without weight, makes it possible to see the rest
of the universe. Light has a speed, just as our
nerves have got their own speed. There is a
blood flow in the body. The universe produces
more and more small stars, creating life. Also,
the planets, where there is life, revolve around
the stars. Finally, it is possible that planets go in
the universe.
This explains that the universe is going faster
than the speed of light. The universe's soul
allows a regularity that can be changed. The
bigger the space is, the faster the time can go.
Soul's sizes define speed within it. In other
words, the universe slows chaos. This should
mean that there would be infinite speed in the
rest of the universe, infinite that created life,
itself infinite. Life should regulate the infinite
speed of the universe.
Time allows you to regulate a body. The soul
regulates time. In other words, time evolves
differently within different bodies. We can go
faster than the light's speed. Indeed, our
Universe goes to another Universe faster than
light. We can speed up the time for a human
body, up to a certain limit. But the starting point
is that the soul can blossom only at a certain
speed. The soul's speed is that allows its growth.
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It is therefore possible that the little souls see the
time going faster. We see the children
understanding quickly and the little adults
thinking quickly. So, an adult soul has grown
differently than child soul. Indeed, their soul is
smaller and slows less.
The universe is a body that prevents chaos
with light's speed, but also with its expansion
into the void, which could not contain material.
It is possible that there is another force than
gravity and antimatter, coming from the atoms,
being used to grow. Gravity should depend on
another universe embedded in ours.
The Earth's biosphere is a body creating
bacterial, vegetable, animal and noetic souls, that
is, ours. The more life there is, the more vital
activity is, according to Vernadsky. This vital
activity requires a body that welcomes it. Our
bodies, which aim to create societies, need the
Earth's body, which aims to create our life. The
body Earth lives in the solar system, which is
maintained within the Big Bang's explosion. This
does not prevent us from creating a Earth's body.
The Earth was created by the universe within the
solar system. It needs the light's speed to grow.
Also the light's speed, overwhelmed by our
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moving universe, allows us to bring us to another
entity, which, if it does not move, to go very
quickly, if it moves, can decrease time. The
universe makes it possible to reduce the chaos on
a very large scale. Chaos is confused, infinite and
instantaneous time. A body is governed by a soul,
a body composed of its ingredients: The chemical
elements.
My Notes
Write about what you know about the Universe
to understand the concept of life.
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Who is God ?
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Our World Seems Artificial
Material is organized. We do not know exactly
why. It sounds surreal. How can something very
small act for the rest of the body? Nature does
exist, it's not that I want to say. But our world is
a creation. Otherwise, there would be mistakes
preventing life from getting organized.
It therefore seems certain that the first life
that appeared had many problems to undergo.
She had many things to do for friends to be born,
a kind of Jesus whom is born. The world must
have been terrible with its imperfections.
So, it seems amazing our artificial world,
where we die, while it is more difficult to create
than to maintain, according to Blaise Pascal. It
seems that we are dying for a good reason. We
are surely tested. If we die and our life is difficult
to create, it is because our life is used for
something. In other words, some must surely live
again after death, right?
My Notes
Write about creating the first life and creating
our world.
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Il faut bien que quelqu'un eût créé.

The First Life
When we wonder why there is life, we feel
about the first life. As our universe is imperfect,
the first life must remain. Then it was able to
grow, since life is present everywhere in this
world.
Nothing is known about that happened at the
very beginning. Maybe the universe we do not
know could live a long time without life. Nobody
could feel that. It is possible that the first soul
was born by chance. But soul acts on the present
universe, unless it is other souls. In any case, our
universe does not create life by chance.
Otherwise, there should be no life in our
universe.
What is certain is that souls take care of our
universe. How can we exist other than by
another universe? Indeed, research in biology
shows that everything is organized in our body,
without knowing why it is possible. For example,
Luc Montagnier shows that some waves come
from the coherent water. Where does this energy
come from? We do not know it. That is certain is
that souls allow such a complex life that we do
not always fully understand it.
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My Notes
Ask yourself why there is life and how it was
born. This is a truth's research.

Photo Hubble d'une galaxie
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Why a God ?

God patterns the universe with constants
Everyone has got a God, someone, or
something we worship. Some idiots have money
as idol, others their wife or car. Why ? We know
that we are everyone human beings. So when the
child is born, he sees that he is weak, that he
must ask for food. So his God is his parents,
whom feed him. So, he refers to something or
someone. It is history.
So everyone has a God. But what God for
himself? The church does not like idols. Indeed,
an idol is either an object, an animal, or a
person. Why would we idolize an object? Indeed,
human life is better than a mere object. It is
therefore better to idolize a human rather than
an animal or an object. Why did we idolize a
human? Indeed, this human is born, like the
others, on Earth. Why would he be more fostered
than another? So it is better to idolize the one
whom created us, whom we do not see.
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My Notes
Write about the one you worship.
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Creative Like the Universe
Life exists because the universe that we know
can create life. Life is an universe’s creation, so
NASA discovered that there are more and more
galaxies especially among the smaller ones. The
universe is spreading and organizing itself,
because large galaxies create instability in the
universe. Large stars have a short life and easily
create black holes.
If you meet scientists, some will tell you that
the universe is going towards a death where
there is no more energy, whereas, nevertheless, it
is possible to generate energy with any atom,
according to Einstein. If we have a look at
science’s history, we realize that even Pasteur,
scientist deeply believing in the human, did not
believe sufficiently in the creative universe’s
capacities. He had forgotten that he was a
creation of the universe.
The French entropic standard is based on a
quotation from Lavoisier: "Nothing is lost,
nothing is created, everything is transformed".
This dogma, still learned at school, can be easily
gainsaid: If nothing is created how can
something exists? So we know that if there was
no more energy at all, the atoms should not
move. But it is very difficult to make static atoms
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by bringing them to 0° Kelvin. So we would be in
a universe without energy, where energy should
act.
The entropic way consists to say that the
universe
is
chaos,
organized
with
transformation’s laws, which brought life luckily.
Yet scientists tell you that the probability to
create life luckily does not stand up. It's as if
human had made his discoveries like Newton,
with an apple upon his head. Yet he copied
Kepler. Many scientists are mistaken while
trusting their senses. Yet, with the abstraction
capabilities of the mind, one can rise through
experiences and assumptions.
To be a good scientist, you have to be political
and involved. This makes it possible not to be
focused with others. One then use truth’s
research, which demands to find answers,
consciously or unconsciously. Many bad
scientists are capturing finance budgets because
finance wants to show that resources are
becoming scarce. Thus they hide the discovery of
thorium, abundant energy, very stable and
ecological, thanks to the belgian MYRRHA
project. Unless someones make the people
believe that we will run out of energy. These
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results makes ourselves pessimistic to better
slaves ourselves. Someone whom believes that
man can not grow, is a potential finance’s
follower, because he will not even rebel,
believing about natural animal picking, also
promoted by finance. For example, we see this
eugenics in Le Monde newspaper on 2012.
Now, our creative reason should be
transmitted through education. Indeed, it
identifies us against the animal. It also allows us
the work‘s economy, to raise us like scientists.
Scientific brainstorming consists to verify
hypotheses, through the truth’s research, to grow
with general interest, according to Confucius.
My Notes
Why is the universe growing ?
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Who Is God ?

Explaining God is also explaining why there is
life in the universe. But before that, it's about
explaining physics. Let's talk about gravity.
Gravity acts in a vacuum. Indeed our planet is
attracted by the sun. It turns around, thanks to a
balance of forces. In the same way, our universe
is attracted by another universe. That's why our
universe goes faster than the light's speed. Yet,
gravity is said to be a weak force. It still has the
ability to act in a vacuum, so through another
universe. We think that God is in this other
universe. When you look at gravity, represented
by an arrow pulling an object, you can tell
yourself that gravity is a force that pulls objects
from nothing. As a result, the vacuum pulls or
pushes the objects to attract them to other
objects.
In the same way that our universe is attracted
to another universe, life needs a soul mate, the
right leg needs the left leg, the soul needs other
souls. We act according to the history of our
parents and our country, to renew the souls. God
needs to create souls, unless it is the universe
that creates souls, but God, perhaps born by
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chance, acts on our universe, to create souls like
him. Indeed, Jesus, whom has existed, according
to history, explains that the human will be in the
same room as God. Perhaps we are called to join
the universe where God is. This is that Christians
are taught. Christians bring the word of Christ,
which nailed us every time we heard it. I will try
to do that.
Gravity is an automatic force. It is thought that
it does not need God to act. In the same way,
atoms carry life in them. The atoms move to give
the cells. The entanglement that exists in atoms
works on the same principle as gravity, within
atoms only. Entanglement is the fact that one
part of an atom changes its value according to
another part of the atom, without time
constraint. The interior of an atom acts without
time constraint. Gravity also acts without time
constraint. It is thought that God also acts
without time constraint, apart from ours. Our
universe is related to the universe of God.
However, entanglement brings results different
from gravity, whose created quantum physics,
that is opposed to relativity. The theory of
everything tries to bring together the two
theories. Formulas try to create this new theory.
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However, it is the authors' approach that allows
us to move forward. God is one. But souls like
ours will probably join this other universe where
there is God, to surely help God. God surely uses
the capacity of the universe to create life.
According to Jesus, some souls are left and
others are used. Jesus explained that only God
chose the souls he kept.
My Notes
If you do not understand God, then try to
understand why there is life. This is a truth
seeking process.

Image Hubble
d'une rareté
cosmique
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Is God made by material ?

We don't know if God is composed with same
material as ours, but it seems that the thing that
composes God is different, since material is
perfectible, that is to say that it is imperfect.
It seems that God has created a plant, our
universe, that he has placed worlds in this plant.
How? Only the exploration of the universe will
tell about that. This imperfect plant, he intends
to make it perfect, according to the Bible, by
another universe, towards whose we go,
according to Science. Material is imperfect. To
make material perfect is to remove that
emptiness that makes us, the nothingness of the
mind, which tends to prevent us from growing
according to our truth's research. Thus the
primitive elements brought should allow us to
grow so perfect.
It seems, then, that God has created material
from the universe that he has grabbed a perfect
material, or that he has no need to act on our
universe. Indeed, material requires to travel to
space, while souls seem to easily change space.
God contemplates our world, as if watching a
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film, on which he could act, as on a real game,
whose he should create souls likely to join him.
God created the universe. He acts on our
world, as he could act on another, because there

Les apparitions d'anges ne sont pas que
des images. Elles servent à donner des
objectifs à l'humanité.
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is no notion of space in this universe. He knows
that is happening in our universe because he can
act on souls, help them, unless he has created a
Holy Spirit by world, a soul growing each world.
God, in any case, has the universe as an action's
place, an action he can only activate at a single
moment, being himself a soul.
My Notes
Imagine and write about what God could be.
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Who is Jesus ?

Jesus is proven according to archeology. We
regularly find texts from apostles whose relate
Jesus. Jesus should be the messenger of God,
better than a prophet. Indeed, the prophet feeds
on others, to explain life. Jesus, according to the
apostles, understood humans, to explain God. In
fact, it seems that God understood humans with
difficulty. This shows that the universe creates
life, without the need of God. Since God is a life,
this soul has brought Jesus. Indeed the Moses'
laws seem archaic, facing the way provided by
Jesus. Moses gave laws, such as the fact that
gluttony is a sin, that deceive his wife, or her
husband, be a sin. Jesus explained that God is
merciful as soon as the human acknowledges his
sin, but the God can only know that for some
people. God is indeed capable to transform life.
He also gave us this opportunity.
Jesus explained that we are called to be at his
side. There is a hierarchy. It is possible that our
spirit is kept. But it is unlikely. In any case, Jesus
explained that God separates himself from
certain souls, to keep others. The devil should
help impure souls, whose should corrupt others.
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These impure souls listen too much to the
baseness of material. Even Jesus had to go to
hell. He was very hungry in the desert, but God
helped him to live. Jesus was preparing for
retribution, but above all he wanted to know the
imperfection of material, which shows that God
knows hardly that we are going through. In the
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Les évangiles sur Jésus sont un mystère

same way, God, with Moses, did not understand
humans. God thought that one people was better
than another, whereas it is our poor situation
that makes it possible to reach God.
Only Jesus answered about the reason of life. I
believed in Jesus before believing in God, since
the Gospels are mysteries to human's glory. I now
know that Jesus allowed God to understand
humans, whom he did not fully understand
before. God can only act one place at a time.
That's why he needs souls.
My Notes
Read the New Testament from the Bible, or
watch Old Testament movies. Try to write about
that does not seem to be invented.
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Conclusion
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Multiply !

Une fusion d'atomes

Against that is said with the media, it is
possible to grow, to multiply. Unlike the direction
of poverty engaged, we can easily grow. Indeed
Japan creates vertical fields, or underground
fields, with energy. China has chosen nuclear
thorium. These powerplants stop on demand and
recycle waste uranium. We can also create fields
in deserts, with drip and energy. So we can grow.
So what is braking us? There has never been
so much money, while everyone has little money.
In fact only 3% of the money is used into real
economy. Money has been privatized. Monetary
creation is responsible of bank shareholders,
whom then devalue the currency and speculate
to the short term. Thus industries are defunded.
The Republic is about developing the country.
There may be republican monarchies or
dictatorships, just as there may be republican
democracies. To be able to grow countries, it is
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necessary to have a public productive currency.
On 2016, only the Yuan, the Chinese currency, is
productive and public. The monetary creation of
the Euro only relates to banks, whose 40% on
loan. If the money belongs to the state, the public
currency's creation brings 100% back to the state
in monetary creation on public loan. Thus one
can allocate the money created to defend the
weakest.
My Notes
Watch Chinese news channels, in English,
about growth. Compare with our growth.
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What Is the Devil ?

According to some movies, the devil should be
powerful. He should possess impure souls. The
question we can ask ourselves is knowing why
the devil exists. We can see that material is
imperfect. But it grows the soul. But imperfect
material means imperfect universe, therefore
imperfect Souls, except origin.
Some people want the devil to exist. These are
those whom do not want to ask questions about
their live's usefulness. These people generally
think that it is only about taking advantage of
others. They encourage selfish pleasure, whereas
there is better than entertainment, that is,
happiness and joy.
To the opposite, the human is happy when he
feels useful. The couple is the best
demonstration. Our happiness is in fact making
society, so that it comes back to ourselves,
without going through the shortcut of animal
selfishness. This way with others is so important
to understand our personal happiness, linked to
our fulfillment.
In fact the devil should exist only because God
exists. Each soul creates its opposite, by the
simple fact, for the other, to want to assert itself.
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The devil is due to our imperfection, whereas
God has shown himself as a pure soul.
According to Jesus, the devil should exist only
in our universe, not in God's universe, unless
there is yet another universe. Jesus wanted to
meet our universe's devil, going to the desert.
The devil corrupts the pure soul, the child, the
baby. The devil is especially among those whom
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Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1700)

know its existence. Devil is due, according to
Leibniz's monadology, to the imperfection of our
universe and its material. Material creates time
constraints with souls. That is why it does not
exist in the same way in the universe of God.
Indeed material can not move without time
constraint, in the universe. God can do it, unless
several souls take care of the earth alone.
My Notes
Read the Monadology of Leibniz, to better
understand our universe. Write about that you do
not understand.
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What is the Holy Spirit ?
The Holy Spirit changes life on Earth so that it
grows better. Indeed, life can only be organized
by souls, but it must be helped changing. Not
everything is written automatically into atoms,
as the theory of chaos would have us believe.
But the Holy Spirit is also an intuition. But our
own intuition can disturb it. That’s why we have
to believe that the Holy Spirit speaks to us. So
we must be into the truth with a cause into the
truth.
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My Notes
How can DNA change to create, for example,
animals’ growth that is difficult to understand?
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Our Soul Grows
A soul is that organizes life. A soul is an
imperfect life, except God's soul, according to
the Bible. Souls seems to be less and less perfect.
It seems that our universe was created to choose
the righteous souls. Our souls helped to push the
devil out of the God'universe, the famous fair's
paradise.
Our soul is like a newborn. She grows up with
us. Indeed, it is often in conflict with our mind
that can be simulated with robots. Bots do not
understand the world of ideas with the higher
hypothesis, encompassing a set of assumptions,
superior hypothesis that is found through the
soul. Our soul will be mature when it will
become Holy. Otherwise she will be restored
later or destroyed if she is sinful.
My Notes
Try to find a higher hypothesis linking
hypotheses between them, by dialoguing and

Egyptians have imagined a judgment
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meditating.
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Life after Death

Un paradis terrestre

As explained, according to every religions, life
is eternal. That is to say that life is recreated. She
should be resurrected. Life creates new lives. The
Buddhist religion thinks that our life is
reincarnated in animals. Monotheistic religions
speak of beyond, of a life elsewhere, after death,
in the sky, like images. The souls accepted by God
would go into a universe, similar or equal to that
of God, according to Jesus.
We should be the equal of God. We could act
on the Earth
this universe, without time's
constraint difference. Indeed, the Holy Spirit acts
easily at any place on the Earth. According to
Christ, the purgatory's lives should resurrect, to
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be chosen later, according to God's mercy. To
revive Christ, according to Christians, is to
represent God, through his truth's research,
which allows happiness. Also being optimistic
and joyous allows, too, to reach God's universe.
In fact, optimism and joy are good for others.
Everything that benefits to society is good for
God.
The Bible explains that the first will be last
and the last will be first. This means that the
poor will become rich.
The poor want to work. Also a job that we love
flourishes. That means that we will have tasks.
The poor are happy with nothing. Also,
seeking the truth makes you happy. As seeking
for truth gives us joy and happiness, it means
that we will be joyful with God. It's not an
enjoyment, not desired by God in his world.
Indeed, someone who just enjoys ends up
creating his misfortune.
The poor spend time thinking while the rich
can easily handle. This means that meditation
and dialogue, which will be in us for eternity,
will give us ideas. Indeed, we are satisfied by a
sober life.
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We enrich ourselves a lot with others, while
the rich cloister. Also, our company only works
through links. This means that we will always
need others. This means that our soul will not
change much, that we must listen to it, excepted
that the rich does.
It is possible, however, that we know more
things than before, since our world is imperfect,
since our world is a creation, not a chaos
because it is the opposite of chaos, so an
organization. Only our search for truth is deeply
rooted in our soul, imperfect according to the
Bible. So we challenge God.
Only God chooses souls whom can not become
the devil. He wants to destroy, according to the
Bible, unjust souls, to keep righteous souls and
to put sinners in purgatory. Righteous souls do
not rebel because the world of God is full of
righteousness. Purgatory would be an God's
expectation, with joy's levels on each soul's
passage to a better truth's research.
Purgatory should end up in the new world,
which will destroy the old world when Christ will
come. Indeed, we know that our universe goes to
another universe. The Bible explains that this
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other universe will merge with ours, to create a
new world, where justice will reign. The
fishermen would be resurrected there, not the
unjust ones. So it is possible that the righteous
souls have grown up to take care of sinners. The
universe, which we will, resolves material's
imperfection.
My notes
Write about your life's usefulness.
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